A Little Insight Into Our Summer Term Projects
Little Cooks With Ashley
This will be led by Dawn’s good friend Ashley alongside
Dawn.

Developmental Movement Play
With Kate

With Holly
Learning about 'People Who Help Us' encourages children
to make connections between themselves and the outside
world. It aims to make them more aware of the
different jobs and roles people take on in their own
homes, in nursery, in school and in their local community.
Whilst we don’t have cooking facilities on site the OGS
has kindly allowed us to use their kitchen facilities to
allow this group to go ahead and to introduce the
children to cooking and its many benefits.
The children will take part in Mini Cooks over at the
OGS on a ........................ and it will be the same children
each week for consistency.
Ashley is from a Chef background and is a scout leader
within the local community, he also runs a very popular
Facebook page called Kitchen Cupboard Cookbook Ashley
is DBS checked and is looking forward to starting this
project and sharing his passion for cooking with the
children.
It is never too early to get children helping out in the
kitchen, we know a number of our parents get children
involved in food preparation. Although it requires time, a
lot of patience, understanding the end result may not be
perfect and some extra clean-up, the benefits of cooking
far outweigh a bit of extra cleaning.
Read the full blog here

In 2002 our lovely Kate along with other Early Years
Practitioners across the country was involved in a research
project about Developmental Movement Play, Kate has
brought the approach to Kirkgate Childcare, not only has she
helped to develop the theory behind it, she has trained the
staff team, created our well used movement area and
ensures it is embedded in every day practice both indoors and
outdoors.
DMP is not a specific programme to follow; it's a source of
information to sprinkle into practice.
Developmental Movement Play is an approach which gives
opportunities for children to indulge in free-flow, child-led,
spontaneous movement play. Attention is given to specific
early movement patterns and activities that appear to
prompt neurological development; these are innate and occur
naturally in all children, given appropriate opportunities.
Our movement area is a key space within our nursery, It
provides a safe space in which our children can spontaneously
move throughout the day, express themselves freely and
have the opportunity to be able to organise and negotiate
their own movements - this area is used alongside Kates
weekly movement play session where children have the
opportunity to really tune into their movements through
focussed time, to move spontaneously as their body directs
them and time to unwind and relax at the end of the session.
“Our body is our first home and movement is our first
language”

Read Kates DMP leaflet here
Read more about DMP on Jabadao's website here

This topic helps children to notice places and people in
their community and show them that they are part of a
wider community and opens up possibilities for them to
consider future careers.
This topic also teaches children key life skills such as who
to ask if they get lost or how to contact the emergency
services. Speaking about 'people who help us' can also
help to alleviate fears for children who worry about going
to visit medical professionals

“Play, Learn and Grow Together”

Our Website
01977 689119

A Little Insight Into Our Summer Term Projects
Language Group With Sarah And Milly

https://www.minifirstaid.co.uk/about
Mini First Aid classes are designed to introduce our pre
school children to first aid skills.

Speech and language development doesn’t just mean talking it’s the
ability to listen, understand and communicate verbally and non-verbally.

Allotment Visits With Kim, Lucy And Alison

This interactive Mini Aid class is aimed at; helping little
ones understand what to do if someone is hurt, how to
stop bleeding and why we need cold pads if someone bumps
their head.

We have begun our allotment visits with a consistent group of 9
children, throughout these visits the children will learn about
the different species of plants and what those plants need to
help them grow.

children will look after a visiting teddy bear and also learn
the “special number” (emergency services – 999) to call
when someone is poorly.

They also get to learn about the different seasons, weather
and the affects they have on the plants.
It will offer an opportunity to learn about different shapes and
colours, and different animals and insects the children might
come across.

The children are encouraged to practice their home
address.
The session is finished with a story; children learn all
about an accident-prone little boy in the Mini Adventures
of Freddie.
Classes are delivered by Michele an experienced first aider
and trainer from Mini First Aid Leeds, Harrogate and
Wetherby

The children will develop their senses as they feel the texture of
soil, seeds, flowers, petals and smell all the amazing flower
scents and see all the colourful petals.
Growing any sort of plant or vegetable from the seedling or
bulb stage requires daily attention and care. The Children will
quickly learn they get out what they put in. If the plants are
not regularly watered and taken care of, they will not flourish.
Gardening is a great way to teach responsibility, but it is no
overnight process. The children learn to be patient when
waiting for their flowers and vegetables to grow.
Engaging children in growing their own vegetables will hopefully
gain a keen interest in eating them too.
Children will learn to work together and will enjoy discussing
different types of flower, and process they have carried out to
plant their seeds.
The anticipation of waiting for whose flower will shoot through
the soil first will encourage children to interact and engage.

Please note:
Children will not participate in every summer term project that we have planned, however they will take part in at least one
project over the summer term. Children will participate in those projects they will get the most out of based on age,
individual needs and interests – as always, we feel that by doing it this way in small groups your children will get the
maximum benefit out of each project.
“FOUNDATIONS FOR LIFE” “PROVIDING MAGICAL MEMORIES” “BETTER OUTCOMES FOR YOUR CHILDREN”

Sarah has a wealth of knowledge in this area and regularly works
alongside the speech and language services, together with Milly,
Sarah will be running a language group that will target vocabulary,
narrative skills (also known as storytelling skills), active listening and
phonological awareness.
Speech and Language is supported throughout our everyday practice
by being good role models, commenting and expanding on what we are
doing throughout the day, providing lots of stimulating activities,
speaking slowly and calmly, listening walks, together time groups as
well as reading lots of stories and singing.
However this group is a targeted intervention for children starting
school in September who have been identified through observation and
assessment as needing a little extra support in this area.

We are extremely passionate about supporting children where
needed, in the right way at the right time, ensuring better
outcomes for your children.
These skills Sarah will focus on are beneficial in so many ways
particularly when starting school:
They help build confidence
They enable children their needs in better ways,
avoiding frustration.
They provide a strong foundation for school activities
such as phonics and reading.
They facilitate the development of friendships
This group will be small and structured but most of all FUN.
Activities will include:
Action songs and stories
Turn taking games
Rhyming bags
Dialog book talks
Follow the leader
Feely bag
Big/little
Fun with feelings
Where do I belong
What am I

Speech, Language and Communication Needs

